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1. Introduction and Problem Description 

An effective display of word usage within a text document could not only assist in reader 
comprehension but could also provide insight to forecasting future events.  This is of particular 
interest within the Department of Defense in its effort to deter terrorist acts, which often happen 
without warning but sometimes there are indicators.  Identifying and fusing data from a reported 
news story(s) that answers the who, what, when, where, and why in a timely manner across 
multiple sources, could make a difference.  The U.S. Army Research Laboratory is developing 
software for display and manipulation of news articles represented as text networks.  This report 
documents an interactive extensible three-dimensional (3-D) (X3D) scene description for a 
single news article and is designed with a capability of considering multiple sources in future 
releases. 

Note that a large number of documents is more easily and quickly comprehended when 
graphically displayed than when presented as raw text.  Visualization of the presentation is a 
cognitive process where meaning is given to that data by creation of an ephemeral mental image.  
Therefore, images generated for computer display must be carefully constructed since they may 
influence decisions. 

The following X3D scene graph description is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of objects and 
relationships among those objects.  In this case the objects are nodes represented as X3D spheres 
with relationships between nodes, or links, displayed as line segments.   

First, a two-dimensional (2-D) description of a network where spatial relationships are preserved 
is illustrated (see figure 1).  Even for a simple network, critical details may be more apparent 
when user navigation and viewing are done in 3-D space (see figure 2).  If the number of nodes 
and links increases, identifying a specific link between two nodes can be even more difficult (see 
figure 3).  Perhaps viewing from a particular center of projection for selected node placements 
would make isolation of a specific link easier and result in a more apparent relationship.  To also 
maximize viewer comprehension, both nodes and links are color coded.   

Second, color and transparency animation of the nodes is examined.  Words of particular interest 
are identified and labeled as targets.  An X3D <TouchSensor> is placed on each to toggle (i.e., 
turn on/off) text.  Other nouns within the text, called keywords, are animated from opaque to 
transparent when touched to help off-load some of the cognitive processing to the perceptual 
system.  In this initial version of the software, color animation was not implemented since user 
color sensitivity can vary greatly, to include color-blindedness.  Further research is needed. 
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Figure 1.  A 2-D simple network consisting of 26 nodes with 43 links. 

 

 
Figure 2.   The 3-D navigation and selective viewing within the 26-node network is shown.  

The density of links between nodes within a single image can be visually overwhelming, 
especially for a large network.  We allow for all cases:  (1) display of no links, (2) all links, and 
(3) selective display.  In the first case, we adapt and implement a basic principle in physics:  the 
Lenard-Jones potential energy function.1  The internal script is written in standardized 
JavaScript, which is called the European Computer Manufacturers Association scripting 
language (ECMAScript), and assumes that target and keyword nodes are point masses so that the 
force of attraction is directly proportional to velocity, or speed, along the straight line connecting 
the two centers (see Avoid.x3d in the Appendix).  The magnitude of the direction vector is 
simply proportional to word frequency in the text, but can be replaced by a different algorithm.  
An example is shown in figure 4, where there are two target nodes and seven keyword nodes.  
Note that all links between the n nodes is the statistical combination, mathematically expressed 
as n = n! / [(n – 2)! 2!].  For user-specified link display, a <TouchSensor> is defined and 
attached to each link for one to toggle display; this could assist in identification of indirect links.

2C

                                                 
1 Bourg, D. M.  AI for Game Developers; O’Reilly Media, Inc.:  Sebastopol, CA, July 2004. 
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Figure 3.  A more complex 2-D network where nodes (red) are distributed amongst 

three concentric conics.  Note that the number of links is less than the 
maximum number . n 2C

 
Figure 4.  A sample X3D node network.  The targets, i.e., selected keywords, are the red spheres 

having a <TouchSensor> defined for toggling text.  The keyword codes are pink with 
texture animation of text.
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Section 2 provides details of the X3D scene graph for text document representation, including 
the necessary routes.  The scene graph is animated by an event cascade across sensors, 
interpolators, and script nodes in addition to the usual inclusion of <Transform> nodes.  A scene 
access interface (SAI)* written in Java allows for dynamic manipulation of the scene graph (e.g., 
switching the “goal,” which is a field of the defined X3D prototype node for a keyword).  X3D 
routes node output fields to another node’s input field for animation. 

 

2. An X3D Scene Graph Description of a Text Network  

X3D graphics is an international standard for defining scene content across the Web that allows 
for real-time, interactive communication with that content.  It is XML-encoded which makes it 
simple to expose data for SAI.  In our case, manipulation of scene content is accomplished through 
Java language bindings for the Yumetech, Inc. browser, Xj3D 2.0.  This site also provides a 
comprehensive tutorial of SAI.2   

The X3D specification defines five profiles for 28 components.  A component is a set of 
functionalities for various X3D objects, and a profile is built from components.  An excellent 
reference for discussion of these concepts, and X3D, in general, can be found in Brutzman and 
Daly.3  For our text network structure, we use the inclusive immersive profile and select it on the 
header (see third line of the X3D in the appendix); i.e., for <X3D>, the attribute value for the 
attribute name “profile” is “Immersive.” 

A scene graph is a collection of graphical objects arranged in a hierarchical relationship.  The 
fundamental object is a node.  The virtual environment (VE) for viewing and navigation are first 
defined using the appropriate X3D nodes.  Four predefined positions are accessible from the 
view bar at the bottom of the browser:  top, front, back, and front-top view.  Navigation is 
defined for both flying and walking through the scene. 

Nodes have properties called fields.  A field includes an attribute for storage of the basic data 
type (e.g., a floating-point value called SFFloat, or a vector of three values called SFVec3f).  The 
routing of an output field of a geometrical child node of an X3D <Shape> to the input field of 
another makes animation within the scene graph possible.   

X3D event animation at author-time is an event cascade across sensor, interpolator, and 
transform nodes.  The <ROUTE> mechanism simply makes the abstract connection between the 

                                                 
*Some refer to SAI as a scene “authoring” interface.  Since scene content is not authored in our code using a <Script>, and we 

only “access” content, the latter is used. 
2Hudson, A.  SAI tutorial by Yumetech, Inc.  http://www.xj3d.org/tutorials/general_sai.html (accessed 19 September 2007). 
3Brutzman, D.; Daly, L.  X3D: Extensible 3D Graphics for Web Authors; Morgan Kaufmann Publishers, Elsevier, Inc., 2007. 
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node sending the event and the node receiving that event.  But when the chain includes a script 
node, a field value can be modified at run time. 

<Script> allows one to embed program code into the X3D scene.  In our case, a Java scene 
access interface (SAI) to X3D scene graph content uses the Browser class defined for the Xj3D 
viewer 

Target nodes can be touched to toggle the text and is made possible by routing its 
<TouchSensor> to the child <Switch> node of the <Transform>.  Geometric translation of the 
target node in Xj3D is done by dragging the pointer on it.  An instance of the Lenard-Jones 
potential energy is defined for each child keyword node by an internal ECMAScript function. 

Keyword nodes are also texture animated, and as a result, the event chain is more complicated.  
A <TouchSensor> is placed on the keyword geometry.  The event is first routed to a 
<TimeSensor> node where the cycle interval is controlled and currently set to 10 s; this can be 
easily modified.  To complete the fading effect, the “startTime” field of this <TimeSensor> is 
routed to a <ScalarInterpolator> and then to the <Material> node for the text <Shape>. 

Note that target nodes are positioned relative to the root coordinate system of the scene which is 
a right-handed system (RHS).  Keyword nodes for a determined target are also positioned in an 
RHS but are relative and need to be oriented.  This is necessary for use of ECMAScript 
implementation of potential energy in the Avoid prototype (see Avoid.x3d in the appendix).  

The complete code for a sample network of nodes defining a text document is given in the 
appendix.  The Java template for switching a target of a keyword node field “goal” 
(TargetSelect.java) has been written and a setFields() method within this class communicates 
with scene content and will be further refined. 

3. Conclusion and Future Considerations 

The preceding discussion introduced an X3D text network that will serve as a model for SNA 
tool development.  An initial X3D implementation for the display of nouns within a text 
document now exists.  Keywords and a target word are nouns within a news article that are 
displayed as X3D spheres in the Xj3D browser. 

With the initial version stablized, we plan to research more extensive information visualization.  
We plan to examine larger, denser networks, including populating the network with more nodes 
which typically means more links.  Strategic node placement and minimizing edge length and 
crossings should also help reduce clutter.  In addition, using X3D <TouchSensor>s for selective 
display of links should also help.   

New additions will be evaluated in an Ajax context as the networks become more complex.
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Appendix.  The X3D and Java SAI Code for Text Network Application  

The main X3D code (SAIdynamicAttraction.x3d) and the external prototype definition 
(Avoid.x3d) for attraction of a keyword node to a target now follow.  The template for a Java 
SAI to X3D scene content is also documented.

                                                 
 This appendix appears in its original form, without editorial review. 
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List of Symbols, Abbreviations, and Acronyms 

Ajax asynchronous JavaScript and XML 

API application programming interface 

DAG directed acyclic graph 

DOM document object model 

HTML hypertext markup language 

RHS right-handed system 

SAI scene access interface 

SNA social network analysis 

VE virtual environment 

X3D extensible three-dimensional (3-D) graphics 

XHTML extensible hypertext markup language 

XML extensible markup language
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